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Now adapted for young adults—the #1 New York Times bestselling memoir, which Toni

Morrison called “quite extraordinary,” offers an intimate look at Barack Obama’s early days. This

is a compelling journey tracing the future 44th president's odyssey through family, race, and

identity. A revealing portrait of a young Black man asking questions about self-discovery and

belonging—long before he became one of the most important voices in America. This unique

edition includes a new introduction from the author, full-color photo insert, and family tree. The

son of a white American mother and a Black Kenyan father, Obama was born in Hawaii, where

he lived until he was six years old, when he moved with his mother and stepfather to Indonesia.

At twelve, he returned to Hawaii to live with his grandparents. Obama brings readers along as

he faces the challenges of high school and college, living in New York, becoming a community

organizer in Chicago, and traveling to Kenya. Through these experiences, he forms an

enduring commitment to leadership and justice. Told through the lens of his relationships with

his family—the mother and grandparents who raised him, the father he knows more as a myth

than as a man, and the extended family in Kenya he meets for the first time—Obama confronts

the complicated truth of his father’s life and legacy and comes to embrace his divided

heritage. On his journey to adulthood from a humble background, he forges his own path

through trial and error while staying connected to his roots. Barack Obama is determined to

lead a life of purpose, service, and authenticity. This powerful memoir will inspire readers to

examine both where they come from and where they are capable of going.

Praise forDreamsfrom My Father ONE OFESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS

OF THE PAST 50 YEARS “Guides us straight to the intersection of the most serious questions

of identity, class, and race.” —The Washington Post “Provocative. . . . Persuasively describes

the phenomenon of belonging to two different worlds, and thus belonging to neither.” —The

New York Times Book Review“Obama’s writing is incisive yet forgiving. This is a book worth

savoring.”—Alex Kotlowitz, author of There Are No Children Here “One of the most powerful

books of self-discovery I’ve ever read, all the more so for its illuminating insights into the

problems not only of race, class, and color, but of culture and ethnicity. It is also beautifully

written, skillfully layered, and paced like a good novel.” —Charlayne Hunter-Gault, author of In

My Place“Dreamsfrom My Father is an exquisite, sensitive study of this wonderful young

author’s journey into adulthood, his search for community and his place in it, his quest for an

understanding of his roots, and his discovery of the poetry of human life. Perceptive and wise,

this book will tell you something about yourself whether you are black or white.” —Marian

Wright EdelmanFrom School Library JournalGr 7 Up—Travels through both urban spaces in

the U.S. and the countryside of Africa in his formative years shaped Obama into the man who

would become the 44th U.S. President. This memoir, adapted from Dreams from My Father for

the young adult audience, shows Obama growing from a child raised by a single mother and

her parents into the teen "Barry" who smoked marijuana and cut class, then into a community

activist and brilliant student. As the title suggests, the tale focuses on the subject's quest to

learn about his absent Kenyan father, whom he only met once. It gives examples of how

Obama, though raised in a predominantly white world (as well as in Hawaii, and briefly

Indonesia), goes from being a biracial kid struggling with identity to a 20-something proud

Black man. He eventually becomes a community organizer in the Southside of Chicago.



Obama's journey to Kenya becomes an odyssey, leading him to immediate family, distant

cousins, and stepmothers. He travels through the African continent to big cities, small towns,

and countryside. Young adults who read this book, a quick read and less abstract than the

adult version, will find bits and pieces of themselves among the pages. The former president

demonstrates his well-known ability as a wordsmith and a storyteller in this narrative. VERDICT

This title will be enjoyed by all readers for generations to come and is a must for all libraries'

middle and high school biography shelves.—Sherri Crawford --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.About the AuthorBarack Obama was the 44th president of the United States, elected in

November 2008 and holding office for two terms. He is the author of three New York Times

bestselling books, Dreams from My Father, The Audacity of Hope, and A Promised Land and is

the recipient of the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize. He lives in Washington, D.C., with his wife,

Michelle. They have two daughters, Malia and Sasha. --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.I barely knew my father. He left

our home in Hawaii back in 1963, when I was only two. I didn’t even know I was supposed to

have a father who lived with his family. All I knew were the stories that my mother and

grandparents told.They had their favorites. I can still picture Gramps leaning back in his old

stuffed chair, laughing about the time my father—whose name, like mine, was Barack Obama—

almost threw a man off the Pali Lookout, a mountain cliff not far from our home in the city of

Honolulu, because of a pipe.“See, your mom and dad decided to drive this visiting friend

around the island—and Barack was probably on the wrong side of the road the whole way

—”“Your father was a terrible driver,” my mother said to me. “He’d end up on the left side, the

way the British drive, and if you said something he’d just huff about silly American rules—”“And

they got out and stood at the railing of this cliff to admire the view. And your father, he was

puffing away on this pipe that I’d given him for his birthday, pointing out all the sights with the

stem like a sea captain—”“He was really proud of this pipe,” my mother interrupted

again.“Look, Ann, do you want to tell the story or are you going to let me finish?”“Sorry, Dad.

Go ahead.”“Anyway, the fella asked Barack if he could give the pipe a try. But as soon as he

took his first puff, he started coughing up a fit. Coughed so hard that the pipe slipped out of his

hand and dropped over the railing, a hundred feet down the face of the cliff. So your dad told

him to climb over the railing and bring the pipe back.”Gramps was laughing so hard he had to

pause. “The man took one look over the side and said he’d buy him a replacement. But Barack

said it had been a gift and it couldn’t be replaced. That’s when your dad picked him clear off

the ground and started dangling him over the railing!”As he laughed, I imagined myself looking

up at my father, dark against the brilliant sun, the man’s arms flailing. It was like something out

of the Bible—a terrifying yet impressive vision, like a king delivering justice.I asked if he’d

thrown the man off.“No, he put him down,” said Gramps. “After a time. Then your dad patted

him on the back and suggested, calm as you please, that they all go have a beer. After that he

acted like nothing had happened.”My mother said it wasn’t that bad, that my father didn’t hold

the man very far out.“You were pretty upset when you got home,” Gramps told my mother. “But

Barack just shook his head and started to laugh. He had this deep voice, see, and this British

accent. He said, ‘I only wanted to teach the chap a lesson about the proper care of other

people’s property!’ ”My grandmother, Toot, came in from the kitchen and said it was a good

thing my father had realized that his friend dropping the pipe had been an accident—or who

knows would have happened?My mother rolled her eyes and said they were exaggerating. Yes,

she said, my father could be domineering, but only because he was honest. “If he thought he

was right, he never liked to compromise,” she said.She preferred another story Gramps told,

about the time my father agreed to sing some African songs at an international music festival,



not realizing it was a “big to-do.” It turned out that the woman who performed just before him

was a pro with a full band. “Anyone else would have backed out,” said Gramps. “But not Barack.

He got up and started singing in front of this big crowd—which is no easy feat, let me tell you—

and he wasn’t great, but he was so sure of himself that before you knew it he was getting as

much applause as anybody.”“Now there’s something you can learn from your dad,” he would

tell me. “Confidence. The secret to a man’s success.”THAT’S HOW ALL the stories went—

short, with some tidy moral. Then my family would pack them away like old photos and take

them out again, months or years later. My mother kept a few actual photos of my father, too.

But when she started dating Lolo, the man she’d eventually marry, she put them in a closet.

Every once in a while I’d be rummaging around in search of Christmas ornaments or an old

snorkel set, and I’d come across them. Sometimes my mother and I looked at them together. I’d

stare at my father’s likeness—the dark laughing face, the big forehead and thick glasses—and

she’d say, “You have me to thank for your big eyebrows—your father has these little wispy

ones. But your brains, your character, you got from him.”I would listen as she told me his

story.My father was an African, a Kenyan who’d grown up in a tribe called the Luos. He was

born on the shores of Lake Victoria in a place called Alego. The village of Alego was poor, but

his father—my other grandfather—was an elder of the Luo tribe and a powerful medicine man.

My father grew up herding his father’s goats and attending the local school, which had been set

up by the British colonialists, who at that time ruled Kenya.My grandfather believed that

knowledge was the source of power, so he was pleased that Barack showed great promise as

a student and won a scholarship to study in the capitol, Nairobi. Then he was selected by

Kenyan leaders and American sponsors to go to college in the United States. Kenya was about

to become an independent country, and the new leaders sent their best students abroad to

learn about economics and technology. They hoped these students would come back home

and help make Africa more modern and successful.In 1959, at the age of twenty-three, my

father arrived at the University of Hawaii to study economics. He was the first African student

there and he graduated in only three years, and at the top of his class. He helped organize the

International Students Association and became its first president. Then, in a Russian

language course, he met an awkward, shy American girl, only eighteen, and they fell in love.

Her name was Stanley Ann Dunham, but everyone called her Ann. She was my mother.Her

parents were not sure about him at first. He was Black and she was white, and it was not

common back then for people of different races to date. But he won them over with his charm

and intelligence. The young couple married, and a short time later, I was born.Then my father

was awarded yet another scholarship, this time to get a Ph.D. at Harvard University, more than

five thousand miles away in Cambridge, Massachusetts, but he had no money to take his new

family with him. We stayed behind. After getting his degree, he returned to Africa—“to make his

country a better place,” my mother would say. But she insisted that the bond of love remained

strong.There were many parts to this story that I didn’t understand. I didn’t know where Alego

was on a map or why the British were in charge in Kenya or what a Ph.D. was. My father’s life

seemed as mysterious as the stories in a book called Origins my mother once bought for me. It

was a collection of tales from different religions and from all over the world—Christian, Jewish,

ancient Greek, Indian—about the Earth’s creation, and it led me to ask some difficult questions.

Why did God let the snake make such trouble in the Garden of Eden? How did the tortoise

from the Hindu stories support the weight of the world on its tiny back? Why didn’t my father

return?I spent my boyhood living with my mother and grandparents, Stanley and Madelyn

Dunham, Gramps and Toot. Toot is short for Tutu, which means “grandmother” in Hawaiian.

Toot decided on the day I was born that she was still too young to be called Granny.I loved



Hawaii. I breathed it all in: The sultry scented air. The shimmering blue Pacific. The moss-

covered cliffs and the cool rush of Manoa Falls, with its ginger blossoms and high canopies

filled with the sound of invisible birds. The North Shore’s thunderous waves, so huge that when

they broke it seemed I was watching the ocean in slow motion.There was only one problem:

my father was missing. And nothing that my mother or grandparents told me could make me

forget that fact. Their stories didn’t tell me why he had left. And they couldn’t describe what it

might have been like had he stayed.In photographs, I could see that my father looked nothing

like the people around me—he was black as pitch, my mother white as milk. But it wasn’t

something we talked about, and it didn’t really register in my mind.In fact, I remember only one

story about my father that had anything to do with race. After long hours of study, my father had

joined my grandfather and several other friends at a local bar in the beachfront area of Waikiki.

Everyone was in a festive mood, eating and drinking to the sounds of a Hawaiian slack-key

guitar, when a white man abruptly announced to the bartender, loudly enough for everyone to

hear, that he shouldn’t have to drink good liquor “next to a nigger.” The room fell quiet and

people turned to my father, expecting a fight. Instead, my father stood up, walked over to the

man, smiled, and proceeded to lecture him about the foolishness of bigotry, the promise of the

American dream, and the universal rights of man.“This fella felt so bad when Barack was

finished,” Gramps would say, “that he reached into his pocket and gave Barack a hundred

dollars on the spot. Paid for all our drinks and food for the rest of the night—and your dad’s rent

for the rest of the month.”But it was one thing to be Black in Hawaii, a place where most

people’s skin was darker than in the rest of the United States. It was another for someone

Black to marry someone white. In 1960, the year my parents married, more than half the states

considered it a felony, a serious crime, for people of different races to have children together.

Even in the most sophisticated northern cities, there would be hostile stares and whispers. A

white woman pregnant with a Black man’s child would probably seriously consider going away

until she had the baby and then giving it up for adoption. She might even arrange to end the

pregnancy.It wasn’t until 1967—the year I celebrated my sixth birthday, three years after Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr., received the Nobel Peace Prize—that the Supreme Court of the United

States would tell the state of Virginia that its ban on interracial marriages violated the U.S.

Constitution.So it is pretty surprising that my grandparents accepted my parents’ marriage. I

still wonder what about their upbringing made them different from so many other people in

those days. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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were all our fathers.1 Chronicles 29:15THE OBAMA FAMILY TREEFor a verbal description of

this family tree, go to this location.INTRODUCTIONIwas in my early thirties when I wrote

Dreams from My Father. At the time, I was a few years out of law school. Michelle and I were

newly married and just beginning to think about having kids. My mother was still alive. And I

was not yet a politician.I look back now and understand that I was at an important crossroads

then, thinking hard about who I wanted to be in the world and what sort of contribution I could

make. I was passionate about civil rights, curious about public service, full of loose ideas, and

entirely uncertain about which path I should take. I had more questions than answers. Was it

possible to create more trust between people and lessen our divides? How much did small

steps toward progress matter—improving conditions at a school, say, or registering more

people to vote—when our larger systems seemed so broken? Would I accomplish more by

working inside existing institutions or outside of them?Behind all of this floated something more

personal, a deeper set of unresolved questions: Who am I? Where do I come from? How do I

belong?That’s what compelled me to start writing this book.I’ve always believed that the best

way to meet the future involves making an earnest attempt at understanding the past. It’s why I

enjoy reading different accounts of history and why I value the insights of those who’ve been

on this earth longer than I have. Some folks might see history as something we put behind us,

a bunch of words and dates carved in stone, a set of dusty artifacts best stored in a vault. But



for me, history is alive the same way an old-growth forest is alive, deep and rich, rooted and

branching off in unexpected directions, full of shadows and light. What matters most is how we

carry ourselves through that forest—the perspectives we bring, the assumptions we make, and

our willingness to keep returning to it, to ask the harder questions about what’s been ignored,

whose voices have been erased.These pages represent my early, earnest attempt to walk

through my own past, to examine the strands of my heritage as I considered my future. In

writing it, I was able to dwell inside the lives of my parents and grandparents, the landscapes,

cultures, and histories they carried, the values and judgments that shaped them—and that in

turn shaped me. What I learned through this process helped to ground me. It became the basis

for how I moved forward, giving me the confidence to know I could be a good father to my

children and the courage to know I was ready to step forward as a leader.The act of writing is

exactly that powerful. It’s a chance to be inquisitive with yourself, to observe the world, confront

your limits, walk in the shoes of others, and try on new ideas. Writing is difficult, but that’s kind

of the point. You might spend hours pushing yourself to remember what an old classroom

smelled like, or the timbre of your father’s voice, or the precise color of some shells you saw

once on a beach. This work can anchor you, and fortify you, and surprise you. In finding the

right words, in putting in that time, you may not always hit upon specific answers to life’s big

questions, but you will understand yourself better. That’s how it works for me, anyway.The

young man you meet in these pages is flawed and full of yearning, asking questions of himself

and the world around him, learning as he goes. I know now, of course, that this was just the

beginning for him. If you’re lucky, life provides you with a good long arc. I hope that my story will

encourage you to think about telling your story, and to value the stories of others around you.

The journey is always worth taking. Your answers will come.Barack ObamaJune 2021PART

ONEORIGINSCHAPTER 1Ibarely knew my father. He left our home in Hawaii back in 1963,

when I was only two. I didn’t even know I was supposed to have a father who lived with his

family. All I knew were the stories that my mother and grandparents told.They had their

favorites. I can still picture Gramps leaning back in his old stuffed chair, laughing about the time

my father—whose name, like mine, was Barack Obama—almost threw a man off the Pali

Lookout, a mountain cliff not far from our home in the city of Honolulu, because of a pipe.“See,

your mom and dad decided to drive this visiting friend around the island—and Barack was

probably on the wrong side of the road the whole way—”“Your father was a terrible driver,” my

mother said to me. “He’d end up on the left side, the way the British drive, and if you said

something he’d just huff about silly American rules—”“And they got out and stood at the railing

of this cliff to admire the view. And your father, he was puffing away on this pipe that I’d given

him for his birthday, pointing out all the sights with the stem like a sea captain—”“He was really

proud of this pipe,” my mother interrupted again.“Look, Ann, do you want to tell the story or are

you going to let me finish?”“Sorry, Dad. Go ahead.”“Anyway, the fella asked Barack if he could

give the pipe a try. But as soon as he took his first puff, he started coughing up a fit. Coughed

so hard that the pipe slipped out of his hand and dropped over the railing, a hundred feet down

the face of the cliff. So your dad told him to climb over the railing and bring the pipe

back.”Gramps was laughing so hard he had to pause. “The man took one look over the side

and said he’d buy him a replacement. But Barack said it had been a gift and it couldn’t be

replaced. That’s when your dad picked him clear off the ground and started dangling him over

the railing!”As he laughed, I imagined myself looking up at my father, dark against the brilliant

sun, the man’s arms flailing. It was like something out of the Bible—a terrifying yet impressive

vision, like a king delivering justice.I asked if he’d thrown the man off.“No, he put him down,”

said Gramps. “After a time. Then your dad patted him on the back and suggested, calm as you



please, that they all go have a beer. After that he acted like nothing had happened.”My mother

said it wasn’t that bad, that my father didn’t hold the man very far out.“You were pretty upset

when you got home,” Gramps told my mother. “But Barack just shook his head and started to

laugh. He had this deep voice, see, and this British accent. He said, ‘I only wanted to teach the

chap a lesson about the proper care of other people’s property!’ ”My grandmother, Toot, came

in from the kitchen and said it was a good thing my father had realized that his friend dropping

the pipe had been an accident—or who knows would have happened?My mother rolled her

eyes and said they were exaggerating. Yes, she said, my father could be domineering, but only

because he was honest. “If he thought he was right, he never liked to compromise,” she

said.She preferred another story Gramps told, about the time my father agreed to sing some

African songs at an international music festival, not realizing it was a “big to-do.” It turned out

that the woman who performed just before him was a pro with a full band. “Anyone else would

have backed out,” said Gramps. “But not Barack. He got up and started singing in front of this

big crowd—which is no easy feat, let me tell you—and he wasn’t great, but he was so sure of

himself that before you knew it he was getting as much applause as anybody.”“Now there’s

something you can learn from your dad,” he would tell me. “Confidence. The secret to a man’s

success.”—THAT’S HOW ALL the stories went—short, with some tidy moral. Then my family

would pack them away like old photos and take them out again, months or years later. My

mother kept a few actual photos of my father, too. But when she started dating Lolo, the man

she’d eventually marry, she put them in a closet. Every once in a while I’d be rummaging

around in search of Christmas ornaments or an old snorkel set, and I’d come across them.

Sometimes my mother and I looked at them together. I’d stare at my father’s likeness—the dark

laughing face, the big forehead and thick glasses—and she’d say, “You have me to thank for

your big eyebrows—your father has these little wispy ones. But your brains, your character, you

got from him.”I would listen as she told me his story.My father was an African, a Kenyan who’d

grown up in a tribe called the Luos. He was born on the shores of Lake Victoria in a place

called Alego. The village of Alego was poor, but his father—my other grandfather—was an

elder of the Luo tribe and a powerful medicine man. My father grew up herding his father’s

goats and attending the local school, which had been set up by the British colonialists, who at

that time ruled Kenya.My grandfather believed that knowledge was the source of power, so he

was pleased that Barack showed great promise as a student and won a scholarship to study in

the capitol, Nairobi. Then he was selected by Kenyan leaders and American sponsors to go to

college in the United States. Kenya was about to become an independent country, and the new

leaders sent their best students abroad to learn about economics and technology. They hoped

these students would come back home and help make Africa more modern and successful.In

1959, at the age of twenty-three, my father arrived at the University of Hawaii to study

economics. He was the first African student there and he graduated in only three years, and at

the top of his class. He helped organize the International Students Association and became its

first president. Then, in a Russian language course, he met an awkward, shy American girl,

only eighteen, and they fell in love. Her name was Stanley Ann Dunham, but everyone called

her Ann. She was my mother.Her parents were not sure about him at first. He was Black and

she was white, and it was not common back then for people of different races to date. But he

won them over with his charm and intelligence. The young couple married, and a short time

later, I was born.Then my father was awarded yet another scholarship, this time to get a Ph.D.

at Harvard University, more than five thousand miles away in Cambridge, Massachusetts, but

he had no money to take his new family with him. We stayed behind. After getting his degree,

he returned to Africa—“to make his country a better place,” my mother would say. But she



insisted that the bond of love remained strong.There were many parts to this story that I didn’t

understand. I didn’t know where Alego was on a map or why the British were in charge in

Kenya or what a Ph.D. was. My father’s life seemed as mysterious as the stories in a book

called Origins my mother once bought for me. It was a collection of tales from different religions

and from all over the world—Christian, Jewish, ancient Greek, Indian—about the Earth’s

creation, and it led me to ask some difficult questions. Why did God let the snake make such

trouble in the Garden of Eden? How did the tortoise from the Hindu stories support the weight

of the world on its tiny back? Why didn’t my father return?I spent my boyhood living with my

mother and grandparents, Stanley and Madelyn Dunham, Gramps and Toot. Toot is short for

Tutu, which means “grandmother” in Hawaiian. Toot decided on the day I was born that she

was still too young to be called Granny.I loved Hawaii. I breathed it all in: The sultry scented air.

The shimmering blue Pacific. The moss-covered cliffs and the cool rush of Manoa Falls, with its

ginger blossoms and high canopies filled with the sound of invisible birds. The North Shore’s

thunderous waves, so huge that when they broke it seemed I was watching the ocean in slow

motion.There was only one problem: my father was missing. And nothing that my mother or

grandparents told me could make me forget that fact. Their stories didn’t tell me why he had

left. And they couldn’t describe what it might have been like had he stayed.In photographs, I

could see that my father looked nothing like the people around me—he was black as pitch, my

mother white as milk. But it wasn’t something we talked about, and it didn’t really register in my

mind.In fact, I remember only one story about my father that had anything to do with race. After

long hours of study, my father had joined my grandfather and several other friends at a local

bar in the beachfront area of Waikiki. Everyone was in a festive mood, eating and drinking to

the sounds of a Hawaiian slack-key guitar, when a white man abruptly announced to the

bartender, loudly enough for everyone to hear, that he shouldn’t have to drink good liquor “next

to a nigger.” The room fell quiet and people turned to my father, expecting a fight. Instead, my

father stood up, walked over to the man, smiled, and proceeded to lecture him about the

foolishness of bigotry, the promise of the American dream, and the universal rights of

man.“This fella felt so bad when Barack was finished,” Gramps would say, “that he reached into

his pocket and gave Barack a hundred dollars on the spot. Paid for all our drinks and food for

the rest of the night—and your dad’s rent for the rest of the month.”But it was one thing to be

Black in Hawaii, a place where most people’s skin was darker than in the rest of the United

States. It was another for someone Black to marry someone white. In 1960, the year my

parents married, more than half the states considered it a felony, a serious crime, for people of

different races to have children together. Even in the most sophisticated northern cities, there

would be hostile stares and whispers. A white woman pregnant with a Black man’s child would

probably seriously consider going away until she had the baby and then giving it up for

adoption. She might even arrange to end the pregnancy.It wasn’t until 1967—the year I

celebrated my sixth birthday, three years after Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., received the Nobel

Peace Prize—that the Supreme Court of the United States would tell the state of Virginia that

its ban on interracial marriages violated the U.S. Constitution.So it is pretty surprising that my

grandparents accepted my parents’ marriage. I still wonder what about their upbringing made

them different from so many other people in those days.—MY GRANDPARENTS WERE raised

in Kansas, the center of the country, during the Depression of the 1930s. The people of the

state were decent and hardworking. They still had what was called “the pioneer spirit.” But side

by side with their decency and courage were less worthy qualities. They were suspicious of

people who were different, and could be cruel toward them. Many people who didn’t play by the

rules wound up leaving.Gramps and Toot grew up less than twenty miles from each other, and



they liked to tell stories about small-town life: Fourth of July parades and the movies (or

“picture shows”) on the side of a barn; fireflies in a jar and the taste of vine-ripe tomatoes,

sweet as apples; dust storms and hailstorms and classrooms filled with farm boys who got

sewn into their woolen underwear (it had no buttons) at the beginning of winter and stank like

pigs as the months wore on. The Depression was full of terrible hardships. Banks lost money

and closed down. Poor families lost their farms. But the way my grandparents spoke about that

time made it sound like an adventure. Everyone shared the same difficulties, and the

experience brought them together.Gramps and Toot also made sure I knew that there was

something called “respectability”—there were respectable people and not-so-respectable

people—and although you didn’t have to be rich to be respectable, you sure had to work

harder at it if you weren’t.Toot’s family was respectable. Her grandparents were of Scottish and

English stock. Her father held a steady job with a big oil company all through the Depression,

and her mother taught school until the children were born. The family kept their house spotless

and ordered classic books through the mail. They read the Bible. They chose to be Methodists,

which meant they valued calmness and reason. They didn’t get as passionate and worked-up

as the Baptists, who had big, noisy revival meetings in tents.Gramps’s family was another story.

His grandparents had raised him, and they were decent, God-fearing Baptists. But there had

been troubles at home. When Gramps was eight, his mother killed herself and he was the one

who found her body. People gossiped that his father had been unfaithful and said that was why

she’d killed herself.Whatever the reason, Gramps turned out a bit wild. By the age of fifteen

he’d been thrown out of high school for punching the principal in the nose. For the next three

years he did odd jobs and jumped freight trains heading for places like Chicago and California.

He finally settled in Wichita, Kansas, where Toot’s family had moved.Toot’s parents had heard

stories about the young man courting their daughter and strongly disapproved of him. The first

time Toot brought Gramps over to her house to meet the family, her father took one look at my

grandfather’s black, slicked-back hair and wise-guy grin and decided he was no good.My

grandmother didn’t care. She was fresh out of high school, where she had been a home

economics major—which meant learning mostly about cooking, nutrition, and sewing. She was

tired of respectability. And my grandfather must have cut a dashing figure. I sometimes imagine

them in those years before the war, him in baggy pants and an undershirt, hat cocked back on

his head, her a smart-talking girl with too much red lipstick and hair dyed blond and legs nice

enough to model stockings for the local department store. He’s telling her about the big cities

and how he wants to escape from the empty, dust-ridden plains. He says he doesn’t want to

stay in a place where you know practically on the day that you’re born just where you’ll die and

who it is that’ll bury you. He won’t end up like that, my grandfather insists; he has dreams, he

has plans. She starts to feel as restless for adventure as he does.They eloped just in time for

the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941, and my grandfather joined the army. They

never told me much about the war years. I know my mother was born at the army base where

Gramps was stationed; that my grandmother, like many women in the 1940s, went to work on a

bomber-plane assembly line; and that my grandfather served in France as part of General

George S. Patton’s army, though he never saw real combat.When Gramps returned from the

war, the family headed to California. He enrolled at the University of California at Berkeley

under the GI bill, which made it possible for military veterans like him to study for very little

money. But he was too ambitious and restless to stay in school. The family moved back to

Kansas, then to a series of small Texas towns, then finally to Seattle, where they bought a

house and Gramps worked as a furniture salesman. They were pleased that my mother had

turned out to be an excellent student. Even so, when she was offered early admission into the



University of Chicago, my grandfather forbade her to go. He said she was still too young to be

living on her own.And that’s where the story might have stopped: a home, a family, a

respectable life. Except that my grandfather was always searching for that new start, always

running away from the familiar. One day, the manager of the furniture company where he

worked happened to mention that a new store was about to open in Honolulu, Hawaii, which at

the time was close to becoming the fiftieth state. Gramps rushed home that same day and

talked my grandmother into selling their house and packing up yet again, to embark on the final

leg of their journey, west, toward the setting sun….—LIKE MANY AMERICAN men of his

generation, my grandfather believed in individual liberty. He believed you should have the

freedom to do anything you wanted to do and that no one could tell you otherwise. For that

time, he was open-minded, and thought of himself as a “free thinker.” He wrote poetry on

occasion, listened to jazz music, and had close Jewish friends he’d met in the furniture

business, even though Christians and Jews didn’t always mix then. He enrolled the family in

the local Unitarian Universalist church because he liked the idea that Unitarians sometimes

borrowed ideas from other religions. “It’s like you get five religions in one,” he would say. My

grandmother was more skeptical by nature. She thought things through for herself and brought

Gramps down to earth when his plans weren’t realistic.But in the end, when their daughter

declared that she wanted to marry and have a family with a Black man from Kenya, they both

remained loyal, supportive, and loving.And when I was little it seemed that they liked me to

know how different they were. Gramps would remind me that Kansas had fought on the Union

side of the Civil War, and that some of his relatives had been against slavery. He’d tell me

about my great-great-grandfather Christopher Columbus Clark, who had been a decorated

Union soldier. And Toot occasionally showed off her beaked nose and jet-black eyes and said

she had Cherokee blood in her.But as I grew older, I found out that wasn’t the whole story.

Kansas passed a law against slavery, but only after four years of violent battles between pro-

slavery forces and anti-slavery “Free-Staters.” I learned that another relative on Gramps’s side

was rumored to have been a second cousin of Jefferson Davis, president of the pro-slavery

Confederacy. And I learned that Toot’s mother was deeply ashamed that one of her ancestors

had been a Native American and had tried to keep it secret.The truth is that, like most white

Americans at the time, my grandparents had never really given Black people much thought.

The same unspoken codes that governed life among white people kept personal contact

between the races to a minimum; when Black people appear at all in the Kansas of my

grandparents’ memories, the images are fleeting—Black men who come around the oil fields

once in a while, searching for work as hired hands; Black women taking in the white folks’

laundry or helping clean white people’s homes. Black people are there but not there, like Sam

the piano player or Beulah the maid or Amos and Andy on the radio—shadowy, silent

presences that elicit neither passion nor fear.As I began to ask questions about race, I heard

stories about its role in their past.Right after my mother and her parents moved to Texas in the

1950s, Gramps received some friendly advice from his fellow furniture salesmen about serving

Black and Mexican customers: “If the coloreds want to look at the merchandise, they need to

come after hours and arrange for their own delivery.” Later, at the bank where she worked, Toot

met the janitor, a tall and dignified Black World War II vet she remembers only as Mr. Reed.

While the two of them chatted in the hallway one day, a secretary stormed up and hissed that

Toot should never, ever “call no nigger ‘Mister.’ ” Not long afterward, Toot found Mr. Reed in a

corner of the building weeping quietly. When she asked him what was wrong, he straightened

his back, dried his eyes, and responded with a question of his own.“What have we ever done to

be treated so mean?”My grandmother didn’t have an answer that day, but the question lingered



in her mind. Sometimes she and Gramps would discuss it once my mother had gone to bed.

According to Toot, the word racism wasn’t in their vocabulary back then. “Your grandfather and

I just figured we should treat people decently, Bar,” she told me. “That’s all.” They decided that

Toot would keep calling Mr. Reed “Mister.” But the janitor now kept a careful distance when he

passed her in the hall. He was afraid for both their sakes. Gramps, meanwhile, was so

uncomfortable with racist talk that he began to turn down invitations from his coworkers to go

out for a beer, telling them he had to get home. He and Toot began to feel like strangers in their

own town.This unpleasantness in the air hit my mother the hardest. She was eleven or twelve,

an only child just growing out of a bad case of asthma. The illness, along with all the moves

from town to town, had made her something of a loner—cheerful but prone to bury her head in

a book or wander off on walks by herself. My mother made few friends at her new school. She

was teased for her name, Stanley Ann (one of Gramps’s silly ideas—he had wanted a son).

Stanley Steamer, they called her. Stan the Man. When Toot got home from work, she would

usually find my mother alone in the front yard, swinging her legs off the porch or lying in the

grass, pulled into some lonely world of her own.Except for that one hot, windless day when

Toot came home to find a crowd of children gathered outside the picket fence that surrounded

their house. As Toot drew closer, she could make out the sound of mocking laughter, and could

see rage and disgust on the children’s faces. The children were chanting, in a high-pitched,

alternating rhythm:“Nigger lover!”“Dirty Yankee!”“Nigger lover!”The children scattered when

they saw Toot, but not before one of the boys had sent the stone in his hand sailing over the

fence. The stone landed at the foot of a tree, and there she saw the cause for all the

excitement: my mother and a Black girl of about the same age lying side by side on their

stomachs in the grass, their skirts gathered up above their knees, their toes dug into the

ground, their heads propped up on their hands in front of one of my mother’s books. From a

distance the two girls seemed perfectly serene beneath the leafy shade. It was only when Toot

opened the gate that she realized the Black girl was shaking and my mother’s eyes shone with

tears. The girls remained motionless, paralyzed in their fear, until Toot finally leaned down and

put her hands on both their heads.“If you two are going to play,” she said, “then for goodness’

sake, go on inside. Come on. Both of you.” She picked up my mother and reached for the other

girl’s hand, but before she could say anything more, the girl was in a full sprint, her long legs

like a whippet’s as she vanished down the street.Gramps was beside himself when he heard

what had happened. He talked to my mother and wrote down the names of all those children.

The next day he took the morning off from work to visit the school principal. He personally

called the parents of some of the offending children to give them a piece of his mind. And from

every adult that he spoke to, he received the same response:“You best talk to your daughter,

Mr. Dunham. White girls don’t play with coloreds in this town.”—THESE EPISODES WERE not

the main reason my grandparents left Texas, but they left their mark. Over the years I have

wondered what made my grandfather so angry that day. Maybe because he had grown up

without parents in a place where smirks and whispers and gossip had kept him on the outside

looking in, he imagined he could understand how the world seemed to people who were

Black.And so, years later, when my mother came home one day and mentioned a friend she

had met at the University of Hawaii, an African student named Barack, their first impulse was to

invite him over for dinner.What were they thinking? Gramps might have said, “The poor kid’s

probably lonely, so far away from home.” Toot was cautious and probably wanted to have a look

at him. But what did they think when Barack showed up at their door? If I know Gramps, he

would have been struck by my father’s resemblance to one of his favorite singers, Nat King

Cole. Toot would have been polite no matter what she was thinking. When the evening was



over, they would both have remarked on how intelligent the young man seemed, so dignified,

with that British-sounding accent!But how did they feel about their daughter marrying a Black

man? I don’t know how they reacted to the engagement, or what the ceremony was like.

There’s no record of a real wedding, a cake, a ring, a giving away of the bride. Just a small civil

ceremony, performed by a justice of the peace.My grandparents must have worried, though. In

many parts of the South, my father could have been murdered simply for flirting with my

mother. Perhaps they held their tongues because they didn’t think the marriage would last

long.If so, they underestimated my mother’s quiet determination. Pretty soon the baby arrived—

eight pounds, two ounces, with ten toes and ten fingers and hungry for food. What in the heck

were they supposed to do?Then the country began to change, and my grandfather had no

intention of being left behind. He would listen to his new son-in-law sound off about politics or

the economy, about far-off places like the British Parliament or the Kremlin, and imagine a

world far different from the one he knew. He read newspapers more carefully, paying special

attention to each article about civil rights and racial integration. He believed the world was

moving toward Dr. King’s magnificent dream.He began to question how America could be so

advanced in its scientific knowledge that it could send men into space and yet so backward in

its morals that it kept its Black citizens from having the same opportunities as everyone else.

He convinced himself that the world was changing, and that we—our family, not long out of

Wichita—were at the forefront of that change. One of my earliest memories is of sitting on my

grandfather’s shoulders as the astronauts from one of the Apollo missions arrived at Hickam

Air Force Base after a splashdown. I remember the astronauts, in aviator glasses, so far away

they were barely visible. But Gramps always swore that one of them waved at me—just at me—

and that I waved back. It was part of the story he told himself. With his Black son-in-law and his

brown grandson, Gramps had entered the space age.Hawaii, the newest state to join the

Union, seemed like the perfect port for setting off on this new adventure. No one seemed to

remember that the history of Hawaii was full of injustices. Treaties were signed and broken.

Men and women called missionaries who had come from foreign lands to convert the

Hawaiians to Christianity accidentally brought diseases that Hawaiians had never known, and

those diseases killed many. American companies seized the rich soil to grow sugarcane and

pineapple. Japanese, Chinese, and Filipino immigrants earned pennies for working sunup to

sunset on plantations. And after Japan attacked the United States during World War II, many

Japanese Americans in Hawaii were confined in camps and treated like prisoners. All this was

recent history. And yet, by the time my family arrived in 1959, all these injustices seemed to

have vanished from people’s memories. Now, all of a sudden, Hawaii was hailed as the one

true “melting pot,” an experiment in racial harmony.My grandparents threw themselves into that

experiment. They wanted to make friends with everyone. My grandfather even had a copy of

Dale Carnegie’s famous book, How to Win Friends and Influence People, which told people

how to act to make other people like them—and in some cases to make other people buy

things from them. I would hear Gramps talking in a breezy way he must have thought would

help him with his customers. He would whip out pictures of the family and offer his life story to

strangers; he would pump the hand of the mail carrier or make jokes in bad taste to our

waitresses at restaurants.Sometimes his manners made me cringe, but a lot of people liked

that he was so curious, and he made a wide circle of friends. A Japanese American man who

ran a small market near our house would save us the choicest cuts of fish for sashimi and give

me rice candy with edible wrappers. Every so often, the Hawaiians who worked at my

grandfather’s store making deliveries would invite us over for roast pig and a native dish called

poi, which Gramps gobbled down. (My grandmother would wait until she got home and then fix



herself some scrambled eggs.)Sometimes I would accompany Gramps to Ali’i Park, where he

liked to play checkers with the old Filipino men who smoked cheap cigars and chewed betel

nuts, which had red juice that looked like blood. And I still remember how, one early morning,

hours before the sun rose, a Portuguese customer of Gramps’s took us out to spear fish off

Kailua Bay. A gas lantern hung from the cabin on the small fishing boat as I watched the men

dive into inky-black waters, the beams of their flashlights glowing beneath the surface until they

emerged with a large fish, iridescent and flopping at the end of one pole. Gramps told me its

Hawaiian name, humu-humu-nuku-nuku-apuaa, and we repeated it to each other the entire

way home.In such surroundings, my brown skin caused my grandparents few problems, and

they got annoyed when visitors made too much of it. Sometimes when Gramps saw tourists

watching me play in the sand, he would come up beside them and whisper that I was the great-

grandson of King Kamehameha, Hawaii’s first king. He was playing a prank on them, of course.

But I sometimes wondered if he didn’t wish that were the truth. It was so much easier than

saying “His mother is white and his father is Black.”There were also times he couldn’t resist

letting them know how wrong their perceptions were. One day a tourist saw me in the water

and was very impressed. “Swimming must just come naturally to these Hawaiian kids,” he said.

To which Gramps responded that that would be hard to figure, since “that boy happens to be

my grandson, his mother is from Kansas, his father is from the interior of Kenya, and there isn’t

an ocean for miles in either place.” For my grandfather, race wasn’t something you really

needed to worry about anymore. If some people did, well, before long they’d learn not

to.Perhaps my grandfather’s journey said as much about the time in which he lived as it did

about him. He wanted to be a part of the spirit that, for a fleeting period, gripped the nation. It

began with the election of the young, hopeful John F. Kennedy as president of the United

States in 1960 and continued through 1965, when Congress passed the Voting Rights Act,

which guaranteed the vote to Black people. Many people thought this was the birth of a bright

new world without narrow-mindedness and prejudice. Yes, they admitted, there would still be

differences. But instead of hating or fearing one another, we’d laugh about those differences

and learn from one another’s cultures.The stories my mother and grandparents told about my

father were part of this dream of a just world in which all racial barriers would dissolve. That

dream cast a spell.And when that spell was finally broken, when each of them realized it wasn’t

so easy to escape the worlds they thought they’d left behind, I was still there, occupying the

place where their dreams had once been.CHAPTER 2One day, when I was six, my mother sat

me down to tell me that she was getting married again, and that we would be moving to a

faraway place.She had been dating a man named Lolo since I was four, so I knew him well. He

was (as my father had been) a student at the University of Hawaii, and came from a country in

Southeast Asia called Indonesia. Lolo’s name meant “crazy” in Hawaiian, which always made

Gramps laugh. But the meaning didn’t suit this Lolo. He had good manners and an easy grace.

He was short and brown, handsome, with thick black hair, and he played an excellent tennis

game. For the past two years he had endured endless hours of chess with Gramps and long

wrestling sessions with me.I didn’t object. I did ask her if she loved Lolo—I had been around

long enough to know such things were important. My mother’s chin trembled and she looked

as though she might cry. She pulled me into a long hug that made me feel very brave, although

I wasn’t sure why.Lolo left Hawaii quite suddenly after that, to pick out a house and make other

preparations for us in Indonesia, and my mother and I spent much of the next year getting

ready for the move. We needed passports, visas, plane tickets, hotel reservations, and an

endless series of shots. While we packed, my grandfather pulled out an atlas and showed me

where I’d be living. Indonesia is a chain of islands—more than seventeen thousand islands, in



fact, though only about six thousand are inhabited. Gramps ticked off the names of the more

famous ones: Java, Borneo, Sumatra, Bali. When he was my age, they had been called the

Spice Islands—enchanted names, shrouded in mystery.“It says here they still got tigers over

there,” he said. “And orangutangs.” He looked up from the book and his eyes widened. “Says

here they even got headhunters!”The country’s government had recently been overthrown by a

new group of officials, but news reports in the United States said there had been little violence.

Toot called the State Department to find out if the country was stable and was told that the

situation was “under control.” Still, she insisted that we pack several trunks full of food in case

of emergency: Tang, powdered milk, cans of sardines. “You never know what these people will

eat,” she said firmly. My mother sighed, but Toot tossed in several boxes of candy to win me

over to her side.My mother warned me that Indonesia was a very poor country. She said there

was a chance we could get dysentery—a bacterial infection that causes severe diarrhea—and

that I might have to get used to cold-water baths and days when the lights would go out. But

these were only small inconveniences, she insisted. I could tell she was excited by the promise

of something new and important. She thought that she and her new husband could help rebuild

the country. Also, it would be good finally to get away from her parents, even though she loved

them.At last, we boarded a jet for our flight around the globe. I wore a long-sleeved white shirt

and a gray clip-on tie, and the stewardesses gave me puzzles and extra peanuts and a set of

metal pilot’s wings. As we walked off the plane in the country’s capital city, Jakarta, the sun

seemed as hot as a furnace. I clutched my mother’s hand. I was determined to protect her from

whatever might come.Lolo was there to greet us, a few pounds heavier and with a bushy

mustache. He hugged my mother, hoisted me up into the air, and told us to follow a small, wiry

man who was carrying our luggage straight past the long line at customs and into a waiting car.

My mother said something to the man and he laughed and nodded, but it was clear he didn’t

understand a word of English. People swirled around us, speaking rapidly in a language I didn’t

know, smelling unfamiliar.The car was borrowed, Lolo told us, but he had bought a brand-new

motorcycle. The new house was finished, with only a few touch-ups left to be done. I was

already enrolled in a nearby school, and Lolo’s parents and cousins and friends were excited to

meet us. As he and my mother talked, I stuck my head out the back window and stared at the

brown and green landscape and smelled diesel oil and wood smoke. Men and women stepped

like cranes through rice paddies, their faces hidden by their straw hats. A boy, wet and slick as

an otter, sat on the back of a water buffalo, whipping its haunch with a stick of bamboo. Then

the streets became more congested. Small stores appeared, along with men pulling carts

loaded with stone and timber. The buildings began to grow taller, like the ones in

Hawaii.“There’s the Hotel Indonesia,” said Lolo. “Very modern. There’s the new shopping

center.” But only a few of the buildings were higher than the trees that now cooled the

road.When we passed a row of big houses with high hedges and guards, my mother said

something I didn’t understand about the government and a man named Sukarno.“Who’s

Sukarno?” I shouted from the backseat, but Lolo appeared not to hear me. Instead, he touched

my arm and motioned ahead of us. “Look,” he said, pointing upward. There beside the road

was a towering giant at least ten stories tall, with the body of a man and the face of an ape. It

was a statue.“That’s Hanuman, the monkey god,” Lolo said.I was amazed by the solitary figure,

so dark against the sun. It looked as if it were about to leap into the sky as puny cars swirled

around its feet. “He’s a great warrior,” Lolo said. “Strong as a hundred men. When he fights the

demons, he’s never defeated.”Our house was on the outskirts of town. The road ran over a

narrow bridge over a wide brown river; and as we passed, I could see villagers bathing and

washing clothes along the steep banks below. The road turned to gravel and then to dirt as it



wound past small stores and whitewashed bungalows until it finally petered out into the narrow

footpaths of the kampong, or compound. The house itself was modest stucco and red tile, but it

was open and airy, with a big mango tree in the small courtyard in front.As we passed through

the gate, Lolo announced that he had a surprise for me; but before he could explain we heard

a deafening howl from high up in the tree. My mother and I jumped back and saw a big, hairy

creature with a small, flat head and long, menacing arms drop onto a low branch.“A monkey!” I

shouted.“An ape,” my mother corrected me.Lolo drew a peanut from his pocket and handed it

to the animal’s grasping fingers. “His name is Tata,” he said. “I brought him all the way from

New Guinea for you.”I started to step forward to get a closer look, but Tata threatened to lunge,

his dark-ringed eyes fierce and suspicious. I decided to stay where I was.“Don’t worry,” Lolo

said, handing Tata another peanut. “He’s on a leash. Come—there’s more.”I looked up at my

mother, and she gave me a tentative smile. In the backyard, we found what seemed like a

small zoo: chickens and ducks running every which way, a big yellow dog with a scary howl,

two birds of paradise, a white cockatoo, and two baby crocodiles, half underwater in a fenced-

off pond. Lolo stared down at the reptiles.“There were three,” he said, “but the biggest one

crawled out through a hole in the fence. Slipped into somebody’s rice field and ate one of the

man’s ducks. We had to hunt it by torchlight.”There wasn’t much light left, but we took a short

walk down the mud path into the village. Groups of giggling neighborhood children waved from

their compounds, and a few barefoot old men came up to shake our hands. We stopped at the

town center, the “common,” where a man Lolo knew was grazing a few goats, and a small boy

came up beside me, holding a dragonfly that hovered at the end of a string.
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book.”

Kathi, “Obama never disappoints!. Heart felt and inspirational! I'll be buying another copy for

my grandson.”

Victoria Loving, “An easy read!. This was an interesting account of the earlier life of our former

president and definitely an easy read! I loved it!”

DAYMOSS, “Love it!. Great book!”

Francisco Chavez, “Excellent!. Excellent!”

Mytfine1944, “Five Stars. WONDERFUL”

The book by Barack Obama has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 95 people have provided feedback.
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